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Chapter

Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells for Clinical Use

Valérie Vanneaux

Abstract

The use of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) represents a great promise in regenerative medicine. So far, several clinical trials are underway and preliminary results are promising with the human embryonic stem cells, their non-reprogrammed counterparts. The experience of the clinical use of iPSC derivatives is extremely limited because of several major safety concerns, but many technological advances in the field of iPSC generate high expectations in the near future to develop new clinical trials with an adapted level of patient safety. New guidelines and several recommendations are edited by researchers and regulatory agencies to guarantee the safety of the iPSC products in a clinical context for medical applications. In this chapter, we review the clinical trials with induced pluripotent stem cells and the main factors affecting the safe translation of iPSC to the clinic and how to overcome these issues by standardization and to control the quality of the clinical-grade iPSC products.
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1. Introduction

Since the discovery of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) by Yamanaka and Takahashi in 2006, many expectations have emerged, and iPSCs have opened up a world of possibilities for new cell-based therapies in regenerative medicine [1]. In the domain of pluripotent stem cells, iPSCs are considered as equivalent to embryonic stem cells (ESCs), because of two intrinsic key properties: their indefinite proliferative capacities while preserving pluripotency and their capacity to differentiate into all known cell types. However, in contrast to ESCs, iPSCs can be generated without any controversial ethical issues, thus favoring their use in clinical settings. Last but not least, in an autologous approach of cell-based therapy, by using the patient’s own cells as source for iPSC generation, one circumvents all the issues related to the immunological compatibility between the donor and receiver. This largely explains the tremendous enthusiasm engendered by iPSC discovery in the sphere of regenerative medicine during the last decade. In this review article, we provide an overview of the launched clinical trials with iPSC and the ongoing efforts to understand the risk related to safety of iPSC-derived cells, highlighting some of the problems that have to be overcome.
2. Clinical trials with iPSC

After over a decade of research on iPSC, and due to fast-track facilitating procedure in Japan, several clinical studies were launched. While the first clinical trial based on the human ESC started in 2010, taking advantage of the acquired extensive knowledge of ESC biology, despite their relatively recent discovery, the first clinical study based on the iPSC-derived retinal pigmented epithelium was authorized and conducted at the RIKEN Institute in Japan in 2014 [2]. A sheet of autologous iPSC-derived retinal cells were transplanted in a patient with eye-related macular degeneration (AMD). In 2015, the RIKEN Institute decided to suspend the study due to safety concerns on the cells of the second recruited patient [3]. Nonetheless, regarding the first transplanted patient, a 25-month follow-up revealed neither serious events, nor clinical signs of rejection. Moreover, the macular degeneration progress was delayed in the treated eye compared to the untreated eye. This result corroborated all the results obtained previously in the course of the ESC-based clinical studies, where no adverse events related to transplanted cells were observed. Still this problem induced a shift in the approach from patient-specific autologous to highly securized allogeneic iPSC lines. This study was resumed in 2017 and until now five patients with AMD have been treated with allogeneic iPSC-derived cells.

Since then, several clinical studies based on allogeneic iPSCs have been developed and approved. Until mid-2019, there have been nine ongoing clinical studies based on iPSC, mostly nationally approved in Japan, with four of them being approved in the first months of 2019, with indications including Parkinson's disease, AMD, severe cardiac failure, aplastic anemia, spinal cord injury and corneal stem cell deficiency. Furthermore, two private companies—Cynata Therapeutics, an Australian stem cell and regenerative medicine company, and Fate Therapeutics, an American clinical-stage biopharmaceutical company—have developed a line of products based on allogeneic human iPSC-derived cells. In Australia and United Kingdom, Cynata Therapeutics just concluded a phase I study using CYP-001, an iPSC-derived mesenchymoangioblast precursor administered intravenously in 15 patients with graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) occurring after an allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplant [4]. Currently, all patients treated so far have demonstrated at least a partial response, while no treatment-related serious adverse events or safety concerns have been observed. The product development activities of CYP-001 will be done in a phase II study in 2019 by Fujifilm in collaboration with Cynata Therapeutics. On its part, Fate Therapeutics received a first approval from Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in November 2018 to transplant an off-the-shelf iPSC-derived Natural Killer cell, FT-500, as cancer immunotherapy to treat solid tumors and for a second cell product derived from a genetically engineered iPSC, FT-516, in February 2019, for the treatment of relapsed/refractory hematologic malignancies. For the first product FT-500, all the three patients with advanced solid tumors have been treated with multiple doses of FT-500, 100 million cells per dose, and it has been well tolerated with no dose-limiting toxicities or adverse events [5].

Even though the first clinical studies have already been started, technical advances in iPSC biology have revealed that several factors could affect their safety for a larger range of medical applications, and should be taken into account for short- and long-term follow-up of patients. Two of the major concerns related to iPSC-based products are their potential tumorigenicity and immunogenicity. The scientific community is still continuing to elucidate the biological mechanisms underlying iPSC's immunogenicity and tumorigenicity and how to manage or overcome them.
3. iPSC safety

3.1 Tumorigenicity

The potential risk of tumorigenicity to patients from both teratomas and malignant tumors could arise if transplanted cells are contaminated with undifferentiated iPSC, or if transplanted cells have been genetically modified and become unstable during the in vitro production steps.

The major concern related to iPSC-based tumorigenicity is the reprogramming method. In the original cocktail of transcription factors developed by Yamanaka, somatic cells are transduced by retroviral vectors that become integrated into the genome of the host cells. Two of these factors—c-Myc and klf4—are potent oncogenes [6]. Subsequently, reports of tumorigenicity after transplantation of iPSC or iPSC-derived cells are not surprising. Thereby, teratoma formation could be induced by the undesired activation/suppression of essential host genes proximal to integration sites or by residual expression of reprogramming factors in the derived cells in animal model [7, 8]. With hindsight, there is evidence for the necessity to select a non-integrative method for reprogramming, a higher rate of genomic alterations occurring when human iPSCs are generated with viral vectors, compared to mRNA [7, 9]. Numerous studies, focused on the choice of reprogramming factors and methods of delivery, have developed various novel strategies to enhance the efficiency of reprogramming and reduce the potential risk of tumorigenicity. To circumvent this risk, human iPSCs have been generated by several "integration-free" methods, based on the use of viral vectors (adenoviral vectors and Sendai virus-based vectors) or non-viral vectors (piggyBac system, minicircle vector, and episomal vectors). Originally, the four transcription factors needed for complete cell reprogramming were c-myc, klf4, oct4 and sox2 [1]. The protumorigenic transcription factor c-myc has been found to be unnecessary for the reprogramming process, but the overall efficiency is decreased without it. Several strategies have been developed with the use of different transcription factors and/or replacement of c-myc, or the use of direct protein delivery and synthesized mRNA [10–12].

Furthermore, the tumorigenicity risk is often linked to the genetic instability of iPSC. Random genomic alterations are frequently observed in human iPSCs showing their intrinsic instability, essentially due to the massive genome remodeling, and probably also resulting from various mechanisms such as replicative stress, reactivation of the telomerase and metabolism modification from the oxidative to the glycolytic state. Epigenetic modifications may also contribute to iPSC variation due to residual epigenetic memories of the starting cell type [13]. The incomplete resetting of the non-CpG methylation patterns during reprogramming leads to a biased differential potential in certain cell types depending on the donor cell source [14, 15]. However, it has been shown that their residual epigenetic memory diminishes with the in vitro expansion over a period of time [16, 17]. As just mentioned, the selection of the donor cell type is of importance. Many human somatic cell types have been successfully reprogrammed. However, even if the use of different transcription factors, delivery methods and culture conditions does not facilitate any comparison, it is well known that reprogramming efficiencies, kinetics and tumorigenicity vary between somatic cell types. Firstly, cell sources have to be permissive to avoid to turn to integrative methods and to the use of oncogenes. Some human, adult somatic cells, such as melanocytes, are known to naturally express endogenously reprogramming factors, for instance Sox 2, at sufficiently high levels [18, 19]. Moreover, some types of donor cells such as dermal fibroblasts and blood cells are easily accessible, but they might carry more mutational burdens
and chromosomal abnormalities, due to their frequent exposure to environmental stress factors, like ultraviolet rays, or due to the donor’s age, thereby leading to increased tumorigenicity, and significant safety problems [20, 21]. With all these considerations of cell variability and tumorigenic potential in mind, reflection on the generation of homogeneous cell source and banking emerged.

Many approaches have been evaluated to address the tumorigenicity challenge by eliminating the pluripotent cells of the final product such as small molecule, genetic approach to introduce a suicide gene; miRNA switch; antibodies targeting a surface-specific antigen; phototoxic approach; live detection and quantification of the residual human iPSC [22]. For the suicide gene approach, the most widely used gene is herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase (HSV-TK) that phosphorylates ganciclovir (GCV) and induces apoptosis by inhibiting DNA synthesis. Many studies demonstrated its efficacy as safeguard to eliminate tumoral cells [23]. Until then, this genetic approach with an inducible suicide system may remain not necessary enough to induce tumor elimination because of potential acquired resistance to GCV due to variability of insertion location sites and to the uncontrolled number of inserted transgene [24]. Another study demonstrated the same mechanism of inducing apoptosis in 95% of iPSCs and iPSC-derived cells by transducing an inducible Caspase 9 [25]. Recently, with development of targeted genetic strategies such as gene-editing, researchers try to identify the location of “genomic safe harbors” (GSH), corresponding to the safest permissive loci for transgenes’ insertion [26]. The already known GSH candidates could be AAVSI (adeno-associated virus integration site 1), CCR5 (chemokine CC motif receptor 5), human ROSA26 and some extragenic loci. Recently, to predict the influence of gene integration on nearby genes, it has been suggested that the combination of several distinct approaches such as the analysis of the topologically associated domains of GSH candidates of chromosomes could reduce the risks associated with cell therapy [27]. Another targeted alternative, eliminating selectively residual pluripotent cells sparing precursors and differentiated cells, involves PluriSIns, pluripotent cells-specific inhibitors [28]. Alternatively, antibody, lectin or miRNA-mediated removal undesired cells were developed to suppress the pluripotent stem cells from the final product [29]. Lastly, a novel methodology using synthetic microRNA switch is developed to improve the purity of the final product even if the cell surface markers are not available to tag the relevant cells [30, 31].

3.2 iPSC immunogenicity

The immunogenicity of differentiated cells derived from iPSC is of clinical significance. At the beginning, because of the use of the patient’s own cells, theoretically there is no risk of rejection after their transplantation. Some studies demonstrated no immune rejection of autologous iPSC-derived cells, but an activated immune response after the use of allogeneic iPS derived cells. Contrarily, immune rejection has been observed after autologous transplantation of iPSC-derived cells, suggesting that in vitro operations could also impact on the immunogenicity of the iPSC [32]. Moreover, the immune response to undifferentiated iPSC is different from their derivatives, emphasizing the need to perform similar comparative analyses in starting cell populations in order to predict immune tolerance after transplantation. Whereas autologous hiPSC-derived smooth muscle cells were highly immunogenic, autologous hiPSC-derived retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) cells were immune tolerated, suggesting a potential abnormal expression of some immunogenic antigens in smooth muscle cells [33]. These results demonstrated that the nature of the differentiated cells could trigger an immune response suggesting the importance of the differentiation protocol.
As mentioned earlier, because of their genomic instability, generation, amplification and differentiation of iPSC could induce a modified immune response of the iPSC in vivo. Concerning reprogramming, the RNA-based methods are relatively efficient and do not integrate in the genome, but they are also known to be highly immunogenic. Concerning cell type, it has been widely shown that iPSCs could be generated from a patient’s own cells including fat cells, nerve cells, skin fibroblasts, cuticle cells, fetal foreskin cells, B cells, T cells, peripheral blood mononuclear cells, umbilical cord mesenchymal cells, chorionic mesenchymal cells and amniotic mesenchymal cells. But, some studies showed that the genetic memory of the cellular immunogenicity is conserved after reprogramming and differentiation. So, the selection of donor cell type/origin is crucial. As an example, iPSCs derived from less immunogenic cells, such as umbilical cord mesenchymal cells, generated less immunogenic neural derivatives than those from skin fibroblasts-derived iPSCs [34]. Recently, several researchers showed the less immunogenic potential of some iPSC-derived cells as cartilage and retinal pigment epithelium cells when they are implanted in vivo, arguing that some cell types are less immunogenic and should be preferred for clinical settings [35, 36].

Recently, a novel approach of “Universal” iPSC was developed to address the difficulty of immunogenicity of allogeneic iPSCs. Hypoimmunogenicity of iPSC was induced by inactivation of major histocompatibility complex class I and II genes and overexpression of CD47 enabled them to escape to immune rejection in fully HLA-mismatched allogeneic recipients. This strategy allowed the long-term survival of the transplanted cells without the use of immunosuppression. However, overexpression of CD47 is associated with malignant transformation, leading to include some suicide strategies as a safety concern [37]. These immune escape approaches open the door to the clinical use of allogeneic iPSC-derived cell products without immune rejection concerns and complications. However, their complex production process including a combination of several transduction and gene-editing operations could add many safety issues. Even though other vectors and gene-editing techniques [38, 39] could also be used to reduce the risks, the multiple genetic manipulations and additional expansions in culture require a reinforced control of the “Universal” iPSC quality for clinical settings.

4. iPSC for clinical use

4.1 Clinical-grade allogeneic iPSC line bank

The use of human iPSCs in medicinal applications requires the establishment of standardized and validated protocols that will allow large-scale, cost-effective cultivation procedure, while maintaining their quality. Implementation of good manufacturing practice (GMP)-compliant protocols for the generation and maintenance of human iPSC lines is crucial to increase the application safety and to fulfill the regulatory requirements to obtain clinical trials’ approval. Many efforts to increase the overall iPSC stability, reproducibility and quality have been performed by (1) selecting the cell type that is easily accessible, less immunogenic, and permissive for reprogramming and presents the ability to be stored for longer periods of time; (2) improving reprogramming efficiency, which should be as high as possible without genomic integration-based delivery method and without using oncogene and (3) improving cultivation methods with xeno- and feeder-free products, with defined and scalable conditions for maintenance and differentiation of human iPSC such as automation, closed cell systems and validated protocols [40]. Moreover, selection of cell source is of importance. Demonstration of comparability, standardization and
validation of such systems is critical for iPSC-derived therapies. To circumvent and manage the safety risk of the iPSC for regenerative medicine, several groups worked at the early stage on the development of standardized clinical grade iPSC banks from allogeneic donors. Indeed, the use of highly defined iPSC as starting cells presents many advantages as overcoming the genetic variations inducing different immunogenicity, genetic instability, tumorigenicity, and differentiation outcomes. Moreover, generation of iPSC from each patient is costly and time-consuming. In this regard, several groups in the world have developed banking of allogeneic iPSC lines for clinical use with validated and standardized protocols. The possibility of creating off-the-shelf iPSC-based therapies has attracted not only academics but also industrial groups as Lonzo and Cellular Dynamics International, a Fujifilm company.

iPSC banks can provide a cost-effective mass-production strategy. Several groups have developed iPSC banks from selected HLA donors trying to cover the majority of the population [41, 42]. The Center for iPSC Research and Application (CiRA), in Kyoto University, started the iPSC Cell Stock for Regenerative Medicine in 2013. Initially, based on the limited diversity of the Japanese population, CiRA wanted to generate clinical-grade iPSCs from samples of peripheral blood and umbilical cord blood from healthy selected donors that would cover 90% of Japanese population with only 50 iPSC lines [43]. This strategy is valuable for countries such as Japan, but could be difficult to expand to the worldwide population. It has been evaluated that a multiethnic iPSC bank of the 100 most common HLA types in each population would cover only 78% of European individuals, 63% of Asians, 52% of Hispanics and 45% of African Americans [44]. This probabilistic model highlights the necessity of a large-scale international collaboration for the constitution of haplobank of iPSC lines. Using HLA-homozygous donors limits the numbers of iPSC lines needed to cover a given population, but identification of the potential donors would need large screenings or the use of established data from cord blood banks. The potential development of “universal” iPSCs made of genetically modified cells offering an off-the-shelf product that is readily available could be an alternative to the iPSC bank using materials from HLA-homozygous donors. The “universal” iPSC could solve the problem of immune rejection profile of iPSC-derived cells by artificially expressing, for example, HLA molecule as HLA-E allowing iPSC-derived cells to escape T cell-mediated rejection and to be resistant to NK-cell lysis [37, 45].

Nevertheless, stochastic events potentially occurring during reprogramming, colony expansion, iPSC selection, differentiation, iPSC-derived cell expansion and purification, storage and transport could complicate efforts toward a standardized product. Consequently, it has to be taken into consideration that variation may exist within any iPSC bank, between iPSC and final product composed of iPSC-derived cells in the clinic. Such variability requires continual extensive genotypic, phenotypic and functional assessment and highlights the need of a global quality control confirming the iPSC and the iPSC-derived cells’ quality whatever the manufacturer, the reprogramming method or the cell donors.

4.2 Quality control of clinical-based iPSC

Given the high variability across iPSC lines and their differentiated derivatives in terms of their epigenetic status, tumorigenic and immunogenic potential, differentiation capacity, batch variability and existence of heterogeneous populations and/or non-relevant cells such as contaminating cell, the clinical outcome of the cell replacement therapy, in terms of efficacy and safety with these iPSC-based products, highly relies on the acceptable quality and safety standards of these products. Because of dissimilarities between institutions on these criteria, agreement on the critical quality attributes (CQAs) of such lines and the assays that should be used
is required. The CQAs correspond to the chemical, physical and biological properties of the product. As well as the type of assay, they have to be defined within an appropriate limit, range or distribution to ensure quality and safety of the product. For cell therapy product and for clinical-grade iPSC, the CQAs include identity, microbiological sterility, genetic fidelity and stability, viability, characterization and potency. In the last few years, there was a common effort made on the banking and the quality control of the iPSC lines. After a series of workshop, adaptation to iPSC of the established recommendations and guidance realized by the International Stem Cell Banking Initiative (ISCBI) for human embryonic stem cell banking, has generated initial recommendations on the minimum dataset required to consider an iPSC line of clinical grade [46]. During these workshops, the researchers, industrial and regulation agencies pointed out the requirement of standardization and validation of process and quality and safety controls. For each criterion, one or several tests are required with regard to the recommended analytical methods. Global consensus recommends the performance of assays by accredited and licensed laboratories. When it is not available, in-house tests should be undertaken after validation and qualification, and comparability with other laboratories should be performed if possible.

The first mandatory test is to validate the identity of the iPSC line with the short tandem repeat (STR) analysis to genotype the original cells, the iPSC seeds and the master cell bank to ascertain the absence of switch or cross contamination of several iPSC lines during generation or maintenance process. Due to the nature of the stem cell-based products, they cannot be sterilized. The assessment of the microbiological sterility is of the highest importance and should be performed not only on the final product. This should include the mycoplasma, bacteriology and viral testing supplemented by endotoxins detection assay and should have a negative result. The genetic stability and fidelity of the iPSC lines should be evaluated by residual vector testing and karyotype. To eliminate the risk of potential cell transformation and the risk of malignancy development in patients, residual vector testing has to be \( \leq 1 \) plasmid copy per 100 cells in seed and master cell banks and the karyotype should be normal on more than 20 metaphases. So far, techniques with high precision such as single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) and whole genome analysis or other genetic markers are not required but could be performed for information. To give an appropriate dosage of cells, viability should be \( > 60\% \). Calculation of doubling time and detection of cell debris are not required but could provide useful information.

To manage the risk associated with the presence of non-desired or spontaneously differentiated cells, iPSCs have to be characterized by the expression of a minimum of two markers from the standard human pluripotent stem cells panel (positive for Oct4, TRA-1-60, TRA-1-81, SSEA-3, SSEA-4, Sox2, Nanog). A combination of one intracellular and one extracellular marker should be used and should be \( > 70\% \). Finally, for the potency assay, reflecting the biological activity of the cells, embryoid body formation or directed differentiation of monolayer cultures to produce cell types representative of all three embryonic germ layers is mandatory. The teratoma formation in severe combined immune-deficient (SCID) mouse injection assay is not mandatory for the iPSC due to a reproducibility problem, high cost and non-ethical procedure. Molecular pluripotency assays such as mRNA array- and RNA-Seq-based gene expression assays could be kept for information if they are performed molecular pluripotency assays such as mRNA array- and RNA-Seq-based gene expression assays could be for information but are not required. For the iPSc-derived differentiated therapeutic products, the minimal criteria are mostly identical except for the phenotypical characterization, which should validate the absence of pluripotent stem cell markers, the expression of differentiation markers unique to the therapeutic product and assess 100% purity of the therapeutic cellular product without any contaminating other lineage cell types.
This consensus on CQA and minimum testing requirements for clinical-grade iPSC lines will evolve with the advances in scientific understanding and development in technology and best practices. The Global Alliance for iPSC Therapies (GAiT), which facilitates the development of general clinical-grade iPSC standards by community engagement and consensus building to support the global application of iPSC-derived cellular therapeutics, is in charge of the future evolution of the consensus on quality and safety standards required for a clinical-grade iPSC. Moreover, GAiT presents objectives to achieve consensus on donor selection and screening criteria and consent standards, which with future commercialization and global distribution also require ethical review.

5. Conclusion

It is quite remarkable that in just over 10 years, research using iPSC has led to several clinical studies, with many more applications expected to follow. In few years, the iPSC-based therapies induced a switch to a mass production of clinical-grade iPSC for the benefit of a large population at affordable costs, with the generation of clinical-grade iPSC banks, and with a stronger involvement of biopharmaceutical companies. This shift led to many efforts for the standardization of generation, maintenance and differentiation procedures, and for the establishment of quality and safety standards for the clinical-grade iPSC and their derivatives prior to transplantation to patients.

There are still a number of challenges that must be overcome for iPSCs to reach their full potential. The improvement of manufacturing procedures for a large-scale production would provide higher quality cells for clinical iPSC-based therapies. Quality and safety controls are also challenging. Predicting cancer risk based on sequence information is a formidable task, and failure to detect oncogenic mutations is not necessarily a warrantor of the non-tumorigenicity of iPSC-based products, suggesting that recommendations should still evolve with scientific advances.

Due to their large potential in regenerative medicine, such as the generation of complex 3D structures, tissues or organs, more challenges in differentiation protocols in 3D structures have to be overcome for the up-coming year, without compromising quality and safety of iPSCs.
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